
Artisan Handmade Bar Soap Range.
Lovingly handmade in small batches in the North Cotswolds, our Organic artisan bars use only the finest natural ingredients, totally free from detergents, SLS, alcohol, parabens, sorbates, silicones, sulphates 

and preservatives. Use with warm water to create a luxurious, silky lather. Our handmade soap feels and smells “right” and that’s quite simply because it is.

t: 01386 853025 
w: www.littlesoapcompany.co.uk 

e: sales@littlesoapcompany.co.uk
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Rose Geranium

Our ‘happy soap’. The beautiful smell makes you close your eyes 

and smile! Don’t just save this for a posh wash, it’s puuurrrfect for 

everyday pampering with an exotic touch. Emma’s favourite bar!

Gardener’s Bar

Our secret blend of Essential Oils, Oats and French Green Clay 

make this bar perfect for the green-fingered amongst us! Great for 

cleaning dirty hands and almost too lovely for the outside sink – use 

this one in the bath too for particularly grimy hands & bodies!

Traveller’s 7 in 1 Bar

Leave the soap, showergel, shaving foam and shampoo at home! 

Our 7 in 1 bar is perfect for backpackers, business trips, gym bags 

and weekends away.

Scented with Lavender & Apricot Essential Oils and rich with Olive, 

Coconut and Castor Oil, this solid bar is mild & gentle for face, 

body, shaving, shampoo (for short hair), conditioner, spot stains 

and washing your smalls … this bar has got it covered!

Pure Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Pure as pure can be – this is the simplest bar we make (and indeed 

the most complex) with just two ingredients. Olive Oil & Water.

Honed from the traditional Castille recipe, this hard white bar has 

no scent, no colour and is usable for those with the very most 

sensitive or delicate skin.

Cotswold Honey with Organic Oats

Naturally fragranced with beeswax and honey, this gentle yet 

moisterising bar is perfect for sensitive skin.

Unperfumed Goats Milk & Jojoba

Perfect as a gentle face & body soap, this unperfumed bar has 

lashings of creamy goats milk combined with skin loving jojoba for 

the youngest and oldest of skins.

English Lavender

We think that Lavender is the new black! Back to basics with this 

classic tried & tested bar, it is versatile, calming & relaxing. Perfect 

for the basin, bath or shower especially before bed for a lovely, 

relaxing sleep.

English Lavender & Oats

This bar is identicle to our English Lavender bar, but with the 

addition of Organic oats for those who like a more exfoliating, 

moisterising bar.

Versatile, calming & relaxing – perfect for the basin, bath or shower 

especially before bed for a lovely, relaxing sleep.

English Lavender & Orange

The citrus tang of Seville Oranges blends fabulously with the 

floral hues of Lavender to produce this prefect mixture of 

England & Spain.

English Lavender & Tea Tree

Cleansing, stimulating & invigorating! A perfect antiseptic wash 

to kick-start your day without the need for caffiene! Perfect for 

after-sports or the gym.


